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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1 . This is a second office action in response to applicant's amendment filed, 02

February 2004, of application filed, with the above serial number, on 28 August 2000 in

which claims 1, 8, 12, 13, 15, and 17 have been amended. Claims 1-20 are therefore

pending in the application.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Chauhan (hereinafter "Chauhan", 6,1 15,752) in view of Scharber (hereinafter

"Scharber", 6,542,964).

4. As per Claim 1 , Chauhan discloses a method for operating a network of point of

presence servers sharing a hostname, wherein Chauhan discloses:

receiving a request from a user for a web page at a first web address, the first

web address including the hostname (request for address) (at least col. 6, lines 45-53);

determining traffic loads of a plurality of customer web servers, each of the

customer web servers storing the web page (mirrored server round trip times) (at least

col. 7, lines 24-42);
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determining a customer web server from the plurality of customer web servers

that is appropriate for the request, the customer web server haying a traffic load lower

than traffic loads of remaining customer web servers from the plurality of customer web

servers (mirrored server with best route) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining an IP address of the customer web server (address name server) (at

least col. 1, lines 41-53; col. 6, lines 45-63);

directing the request from the user to the customer web server (ONS routing

request) (at least Fig. 4); thereafter

receiving a request from the user for content on the web page at a second web

address, the second web address including a hostname (request for an address) (at

least col. 6, lines 45-53);

determining service metrics of servers in the network of servers (mirrored server

round trip times) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining the server from the network of servers that is appropriate for the

request for content, the server having service metrics better than service metrics of

remaining servers from the network of servers (mirrored server with best route) (at least

col. 7, lines 24-42).

Chauhan does not explicitly disclose point-of-presence servers as having cached

static content thereon to further mirror data of a customer webpage. However, the use

and advantages for using such a cache server is well known to one skilled in the art at

the time the invention was made as evidenced by the teachings of Scharber. Scharber

discloses many types of cache servers including POP cache servers for redirecting
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requests for a most economical delivery of content to a end user (at least col. 4, lines

13-26, 46-56; col. 1 , lines 60-67; col. 7, lines 3-7). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

incorporate the use of Scharber's POP cache serving into Chauhan's system as this

would further enhance Chauhan's system to lessen load and traffic on mirror sites and

use Chauhan's optimizing address name translating with Scharber's POP cache servers

so as to geographically optimize latency between a client and static content from a

server thereon.

5. As per Claim 2.

determining load of servers in the network of servers (at least col. 2, lines 14-33;

col. 3, lines 39-53);

wherein determining the server from the network of servers that is appropriate for

the request, the server having a latency and a load lower than latency or load of the

remaining servers from the network of servers (at least col. 2, lines 14-33; col. 3, lines

39-53).

6. As per Claim 3.

Chauhan does not disclose caching static content. However, the use and

advantages for using such caching is well known to one skilled in the art at the time the

invention was made as evidenced by the teachings of Scharber. Scharber discloses:

determining whether the point of presence server includes the static content;

determining a web server that includes the static content when the point of presence

server does not include the static content (at least Scharber col. 4, lines 13-26, 46-56);
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retrieving the static content from the web server that includes the static content

(at least Scharber col. 4, lines 13-26, 46-56); and

storing the static content from the web server in the point of presence server

(caching static content) (at least Scharber col. 4, lines 13-26, 46-56).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate Scharber's static page caching into

Chauhan's system as this is very well known in the art as to how server caching is

performed for client requested static content.

7. As per Claim 4

wherein determining the web server comprises:

determining traffic loads of the plurality of customer web servers, each of the

customer web servers storing the static content (mirror servers) (at least col. 3, lines 39-

53); and

determining another customer web server from the plurality of customer web

servers that is appropriate for the request, the another customer web server having a

traffic load lower than traffic loads of remaining customer web servers from the plurality

of customer web servers (best route to mirror server) (at least col. 3, lines 39-53).

8. As per Claim 5.

Chauhan does not disclose caching from another server. However, the use and

advantages for using such a caching protocol is well known to one skilled in the art at

the time the invention was made as evidenced by the teachings of Scharber. Scharber

discloses wherein retrieving the static content from the web server comprises:
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determining another IP address of the another customer web server (peer cache

or origin) (at least Scharber col. 4, lines 46-56); and

requesting the static content from the another customer web server at the

another IP address (retrieving content from origin server) (at least Scharber col. 4, lines

46-56).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate Scharber's static page caching into

Chauhan's system as this is very well known in the art as to how server caching is

performed for client requested static content.

9. As per Claim 6.

wherein the network of point of presence servers comprises a domain name

server (at least col. 1, lines 41-67).

10. As per Claim 7.

wherein the request from the user for the web page is transferred from a first

domain name server (local name server) (at least Fig. 4);

wherein the network of servers comprises a second domain name server (ONS)

(at least Fig. 4; col. 3, lines 23-38); and

wherein the second domain name server determines the customer web server

from the plurality of customer web servers (ONS determines mirror server) (at least col.

3, lines 39-53).

11. As per Claim 8, Chauhan discloses a method for operating a network of point of

presence servers, wherein Chauhan discloses:
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receiving a first request from a client DNS server to resolve a first domain name,

the client DNS server receiving a request from a user of a web page address that

includes the first domain name (request for address) (at least col. 6, lines 45-53);

determining load measurements of a plurality of customer web servers, each of

the customer web servers addressable by the first domain name, and each of the

customer web servers configured to service the request from the user (mirrored server

round trip times) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining a customer web server from the plurality of customer web servers,

the customer web server having a traffic load lower than traffic loads of other customer

web servers from the plurality of customer web servers (mirrored server with best route)

(at least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining an IP address of the customer web server (address name server) (at

least col. 1, lines 41-53; col. 6, lines 45-63);

providing the IP address of the customer web server to the client DNS server

(LNS) (at least Fig. 4; col. 3, lines 39-53); thereafter

receiving a second request from the client DNS server to resolve a second

domain name, the client DNS server receiving a request from the user of a uniform

resource locator that includes the second domain name (request for an address) (at

least col. 6, lines 45-53);

determining performance metric measurement of servers in the network of

servers, each of the servers addressable by the second domain name (mirrored server

round trip times) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42);
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determining a server from the network of servers, the server having performance

metrics lower than performance metrics of other servers from the network of servers

(mirrored server with best route) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42);

providing the IP address of the server to the client DNS server (LNS) (at least

Fig. 4; col. 3, lines 39-53).

Chauhan does not explicitly disclose point-of-presence servers as having cached

content thereon to further mirror data of a customer webpage. However, the use and

advantages for using such a cache server is well known to one skilled in the art at the

time the invention was made as evidenced by the teachings of Scharber. Scharber

discloses many types of cache servers including POP cache servers for redirecting

requests for a most economical delivery of content to a end user (at least col. 4, lines

13-26, 46-56; col. 1, lines 60-67; col. 7, lines 3-7). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

incorporate the use of Scharber's POP cache serving into Chauhan's system as this

would further enhance Chauhan's system to lessen load and traffic on mirror sites and

use Chauhan's optimizing address name translating with Scharber's POP cache servers

so as to geographically optimize latency between a client and content from a server

thereon.

12. As per Claim 9 and 16.

wherein the load measurements comprise latency measurements (at least col. 2,

lines 1-9, 42-57).

1 3. As per Claim 1 0 and 1 7.
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wherein the performance metric measurements comprise any of: load CPU and

memory measurements, HTTP response measurements, and FTP response

measurements (load, ping) (at least col. 2, lines 14-33; col. 3, lines 54-66).

14. As per Claim 11 and 18.

Chauhan does not disclose caching static content. However, the use and

advantages for using such caching is well known to one skilled in the art at the time the

invention was made as evidenced by the teachings of Scharber. Scharber discloses

wherein retrieving data from the point of presence server comprises:

determining whether the point of presence server includes the data (at least

Scharber col. 4, lines 13-26, 46-56);

retrieving data from another customer web server from the plurality of customer

web servers when the server does not include the data (at least Scharber col. 4, lines

13-26, 46-56); and

storing the data within the server (caching static content) (at least Scharber col.

4, lines 13-26, 46-56).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate Scharber's static page caching into

Chauhan's system as this is very well known in the art as to how server caching is

performed for client requested static content.

15. As per Claim 12 and 19.

wherein retrieving data from the other customer web server comprises:
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determining the other customer web server from the plurality of customer web

servers, the other customer web server having a traffic load lower than traffic loads of

remaining customer web servers from the plurality of customer web servers (at least col.

2, lines 14-33; col. 3, lines 39-53); and

retrieving the data from the other customer web server (download content) (at

least col. 2, lines 1-9).

16. As per Claim 13.

receiving a first request from a second client DNS server to resolve a third

domain name, the second client DNS server receiving a request from a second user of

a second web page address that includes the third domain name (at least Fig. 4);

determining load measurements of a plurality of second customer web servers,

each of the second customer web servers addressable by the third domain name, and

each of the second customer web servers storing data configured to service the request

from the second user (mirrored servers) (at least Fig. 4);

determining a second customer web server from the plurality of second

customer web servers, the second customer web server having a traffic load lower than

traffic loads of other second customer web servers from the plurality of second

customer web servers; determining an IP address of the second customer web server

(at least col. 2, lines 14-33; col. 3, lines 39-53); and

providing the IP address of the second customer web server to the second client

DNS server (IP2) (at least Fig. 4).

17. As per Claim 14.
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Chauhan inherently discloses more than one user using the system, and that

with any user, the mirror site with the best performance characteristics will be chosen as

the server to retrieve content from thereon:

receiving a second request from the second client DNS server to resolve the

second domain name, the second client DNS server receiving a request from the

second user of a second uniform resource locator that includes the second domain

name (at least Fig. 4; col. 2, lines 10-33);

retrieving a second set of data from the point of presence server in response to

the second uniform resource locator (at least Fig. 4; col. 2, lines 10-33); and

providing the second set of data to the user (at least Fig. 4; col. 2, lines 1-33).

18. As per Claim 15, Chauhan discloses a method for a network of point of presence

servers, wherein Chauhan discloses:

receiving at a first point of presence server a first request from a first client DNS

server to resolve a first domain name, the first request from the first client DNS server

determined in response to a first uniform resource locator entered by a first user, the

first uniform resource locator comprising the first domain name (request for address) (at

least col. 6, lines 45-53);

receiving at a second point of presence server a first request from a second

client DNS server to resolve the first domain name, the first request from the second

client DNS server determined in response to the first uniform resource locator entered

by a second user, the first uniform resource locator comprising the first domain name

(another request for address) (at least col. 6, lines 45-53);
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determining at the first point of presence server traffic measurements of a

plurality of customer web servers, each of the customer web servers addressable by the

first domain name, and each of the customer web servers storing data associated with

the first uniform resource locator (mirrored server round trip times) (at least col. 7, lines

24-42);

determining at the first point of presence server a first customer web server from

the plurality of customer web servers, the first customer web server having traffic loads

lower than traffic loads of other customer web servers from the plurality of customer

web servers (mirrored server with best route) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining at the second point of presence server the first customer web server

from the plurality of customer web servers, the first customer web server having traffic

loads lower than traffic loads of other customer web servers from the plurality of

customer web servers (mirrored server with best route) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining at the first point of presence server an IP address of the first

customer web server (address name server) (at least col. 1 , lines 41-53; col. 6, lines 45-

63);

determining at the second point of presence server an IP address of the first

customer web server (address name server) (at least col. 1, lines 41-53; col. 6, lines 45-

63);

providing from the first point of presence server the IP address of the first

customer web server to the first client DNS server and to the second client DNS server

(LNS) (at least Fig. 4; col. 3, lines 39-53);
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providing from the second point of presence server the IP address of the first

customer web server to the first client DNS server and to the second client DNS server

(LNS) (at least Fig. 4; col. 3, lines 39-53); thereafter

receiving at the first point of presence server a second request from the first

client DNS server to resolve a second domain name, the second request from the first

client DNS server determined in response to a second uniform resource locator

comprising the second domain name, the second uniform resource locator from the first

customer web server (request for an address) (at least col. 6, lines 45-53);

receiving at the second point of presence server a second request from the

second client DNS server to resolve the second domain name, the second request from

the second client DNS server determined in response to the second uniform resource

locator comprising the second domain name, the second uniform resource locator from

the first customer web server (request for an address) (at least col. 6, lines 45-53);

determining at the first point of presence server performance metric

measurement between the first point of presence server and other point of presence

servers in the network of point of presence servers, each of the point of presence

servers addressable by the second domain name (mirrored server round trip times) (at

least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining at the second point of presence server performance metric

measurement between the second point of presence server and other point of presence

servers in the network of point of presence servers (mirrored server round trip times) (at

least col. 7, lines 24-42);
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determining at the first point of presence server performance metric

measurement between the second point of presence server and other point of presence

servers in the network of point of presence servers (mirrored server round trip times) (at

least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining at the first point of presence server a third point of presence server

from the network of point of presence servers, the third point of presence server having

performance metrics lower than performance metrics with regards to the first point of

presence server (mirrored server with best route) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42);

determining at the second point of presence server a fourth point of presence

server from the network of point of presence servers, the fourth point of presence server

having performance metrics lower than performance metrics with regards to the second

point of presence server (mirrored server with best route) (at least col. 7, lines 24-42).

Chauhan discloses multiple users (inherently) requesting a URL for name

translation and a local name server routing requests to an optimizer name server to

route the request to the mirror site with the best performance for that user. Chauhan

does not explicitly disclose multiple point-of-presence servers as having cached content

thereon to further mirror data of a customer webpage. However, the use and

advantages for using such a cache server is well known to one skilled in the art at the

time the invention was made as evidenced by the teachings of Scharber. Scharber

discloses many types of cache servers including POP cache servers for redirecting

requests for a most economical delivery of content to a end user (at least col. 4, lines

13-26, 46-56; col. 1, lines 60-67; col. 7, lines 3-7). Therefore, it would have been
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obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

incorporate the use of Scharber's POP cache serving into Chauhan's system as this

would further enhance Chauhan's system to lessen load and traffic on mirror sites and

use Chauhan's optimizing address name translating with Scharber's POP cache servers

so as to geographically optimize latency between a client and static or dynamic content

from a server thereon.

19. As per Claim 20.

wherein the first domain name and the second domain name are the same

(mirrored sites) (at least col. 1, lines 41-67).

Response to Arguments

20. Applicant's arguments filed 02 February 2004 have been fully considered but

they are not persuasive.

Applicants argue, in substance, that a) Chauhan in view of Scharber does not

disclose a system that determines the point of presence server from the network of

point of presence servers that is appropriate for the request for static content and

specifically that Chauhan does not contemplate determining appropriate point of

presence servers having static content; and b) Chauhan does not contemplate making a

distinction between customer web servers and point of presence servers.

21 . In response to a); As Applicant agrees, Chauhan is not relied on has disclosing

POP servers with static content thereon. With respect to claim 1 , the 1 03 rejection

originally stated:
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"Chauhan does not explicitly disclose point-of-presence servers as having

cached static content thereon to further mirror data of a customer webpage. However,

the use and advantages for using such a cache server is well known to one skilled in

the art at the time the invention was made as evidenced by the teachings of Scharber.

Scharber discloses many types of cache servers including POP cache servers for

redirecting requests for a most economical delivery of content to a end user (at least

col. 4, lines 13-26, 46-56; col. 1 , lines 60-67; col. 7, lines 3-7)."

Thus, Scharber, in fact, is relied on as disclosing cache POP servers, and clearly

states "where the desired content is static" (at least col. 4, lines 21-26). Further, it is well

known in the art that cache servers store static content, rather than dynamic content,

since static content does not change and dynamic content cannot be predicted and

changes with time and thus has no value of being cached. Also, the specification states

on pp. 4, lines 1-5, static content as being cacheable content, which is clearly depicted

in Scharber.

22. In response to b); Although the claim language is broad enough to encompass

the interpretation urged by the Applicants, the claim language itself does not require

making a distinction between customer web servers and point of presence servers.

Although the claims are interpreted in light of the specification, limitations from the

specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1 181 , 26

USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

Chauhan is not relied on disclosing POP servers at all. Scharber is combined

with Chauhan as disclosing POP servers having cached, static content thereon.
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Chauhan does disclose web servers, as Applicant admits. However, the claims only

require the second request as requesting static content which happens to be on POP

servers. The fact that the request goes to POP servers itself does not hold patentable

weight as POP servers also act as web servers and is simply a species of web server,

as the specification acknowledges, and Scharber is disclosed as being able to retrieve

the request from a POP server having cached content thereon. As Chauhan discloses

sending the request to the optimal web server, it is understood and inherent for the

mirrored web server to be any kind of web server, in which a POP web server would

definitely be a likely candidate as having static content which is the most desirable

content for mirroring over servers.

Conclusion

23. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1 . 1 36(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.
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24. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

Newly cited Bharat et al, Lewis et al, and O'Neil et al in addition to previously

cited Bolton et al
f
Emens et al, Shah, Leighton et al, Logan et al, Rune, Sitaraman et al,

Malcolm, Herriot, Kapoor, and Gupta et al are cited for disclosing pertinent information

related to the claimed invention. Applicants are requested to consider the prior art

reference for relevant teachings when responding to this office action.

25. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Gregory G Todd whose telephone number is (703)305-

5343. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 9:00am-6:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ario Etienne can be reached on (703)308-7562. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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